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real difficulty which every patriot feels when he thinks of adopting
non-violence for the defence of his country.
I hope you would be kind enough to throw light on this point
in an early issue of Harijan"
The weak majority no doubt needs protection. If all
were soldiers either of Ahimsa or Himsa, no such questions
as call for discussion in these columns would arise. There is
always a weak majority that would want protection against
man's mischief. The orthodox method we know. Nazism
is its logical outcome. It is an answer to a definite want. A
terrible wrong wantonly perpetrated against a whole nation
cried out for redress. And Hitler arose to avenge it. What-
ever the ultimate fortune of the war, Germany will not be
humiliated again. Humanity will not stand a second out-
rage. But in seeking to avenge the wrong by the wrong me-
thod of violence brought to very near perfection, Hitler
has brutalized not only Germans but a large part of huma-
nity. The end of it we have not yet reached. For Britain,
so long as she holds to the orthodox method, has to copy
the Nazi methods, if she is to put up a successful defence.
Thus the logical outcome of the violent method seems to
be increasingly to brutalize man including "the weak majo-
rity". For it has to give its defenders the required measure
of co-operation.
Now hjiagine the same majority defended after the
method of non-violence. As it admits of no grossness, no
fraud, no malice, it must raise the moral tone of the defen-
ders. Hence there will be a corresponding rise in the moral
tone of the "weak majority" to be defended. No doubt there
will be difference in degree, but not in kind.
But the snag comes in when we consider the ways and
means of working the non-violent method. In working the
other, there is no difficulty in getting the human material.
Therefore that way seems easy. In getting non-violent
defenders* we have to pick and choose. Money cannot buy
them. The non-violent process is wholly different from the
one commonly known. I can only say that my own expe-
rience in organizing non-violent action for half a century
fills, me with hope for the future. It has succeeded in a mark-
ed measure in protecting the "weak majority"*. But half a

